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Alhambra Palace

This is one of the sights that are a must visit in Spain. Located in Granada, the palace has gained
world popularity and is among Spainâ€™s most visited sight. The outer walls of the palace are made
using reddish brown bricks which is where the name came from. It is located in the most natural and
beautiful place and is simply magnificent and worth checking out.

Toledo

This is a monumental city in Spain and is actually now a World Heritage city. It is located in Madrid
and on a protected hill thanks to the beautiful Tagus River. The river forms a beautiful fortress
coming with moat. It is for sure a great and wonderful city to behold in Spain.

Spanish coasts

Spain has indeed been blessed with coastal regions and they are therefore some of the sights that
you must visit and see while in Spain. The most amazing part about the coasts is that they have the
Mediterranean Sea on their southern part and the Atlantic Ocean out on the northern part. Some of
the biggest and interesting coasts in Spain include Costa Brava, Costa Del Azahar, Costa Del Sol,
Costa Blaca and Costa De La Luz among many others. They are some of the best places that you
can choose to be in during your holiday.

La Sagrada Familia

This is a magnificent church in Barcelona and one which has remained to be a spectacle. It is
Barcelonaâ€™s most visited and it is famous across the globe. It is the great work of Antoni Gaudi and a
true masterpiece. It was one of his biggest projects and his intelligence and passion for architecture
is evident on the church. It is one of the things you cannot afford to miss in Barcelona and Spain in
general.

Seville Cathedral

Cathedral of Seville and La Giralda tower are very popular monuments in Seville and they are worth
checking out while here. The gothic cathedral is huge and one of the largest across the world. The
two monuments are great pieces of work which never cease to amaze all those who take their time
exploring and enjoying them.

La Mezquita

This is a mosque cum cathedral located in Cordoba Spain. It is the main landmark of Cordoba and
therefore a great attraction for tourists. Even the tour buses make a stop on reaching this beautifully
designed and constructed cathedral. It dates back to the 8th century once a mosque later turned
into a cathedral during the 13th century.
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Ricky Ponting - About Author:
Club Villamar offers hundreds of miles of beautiful beaches, rich cultural history, a huis te huur
spanje and by far the most popular holiday destination, just visit a villa girona and know more about
us. 

Also read my blog at : a Ricky Ponting's Blog.
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